Welcome to ZSL London Zoo! We hope that you enjoy using this activity sheet to help you develop your spoken and written English. Make observations and read the signs to find out more about some of the 650 different species of animal here at ZSL London Zoo.

**Using the map**
Look at your map. Write the name of an animal that can be seen at these map references:

- a) C1 ............................................
- b) D2 ............................................
- c) D5 ............................................

Give the map references for the following animals:
- d) camels ..............
- e) pelicans ..............
- f) giraffes ..............

**Speaking and asking questions**
Go to the Information kiosk in map reference B2. Ask the Volunteer a question to find out the following information:

- a) The number of different kinds of animals in the Zoo ...................................
- b) The location of the Penguins ...................................
- c) How long the Volunteer has worked at the Zoo ......................................
Directions At map reference D3 – The Barclay Court

Which animals are located:
Opposite the Reptile house? .................................................................
Behind the Reptile house? ................................................................
To the right of the Reptile house? ......................................................
................................................................................ and ......................................................
Inside the Reptile house ................., ......................... and ......................................................

Directions At footprint number 12 – outside the Reptile and Amphibian house

Write a full sentence to answer each of these questions:
Which animal statue is in the centre of the flowerbed? .................................................................
Which building is located to the right of the café? .................................................................
Which animals are on display to the right of the gift shop? .................................................................

Explain how you would get from Barclay Court to Butterfly Paradise. .................................................................
Explain how you would get from Barclay Court to the Camels. .................................................................

Now go inside the gift shop
Ask the shop assistant which are the best-selling items in the shop.

Observing the animals
Find these animals in the Zoo. Once found, tick them off and construct a sentence to describe the animal.

For example
‘This snake is called a Burmese python and is one of the largest snakes at the zoo.’